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Outlines of Pyrrhonism
Sextus Empiricus

BOOK I 
 

CHAPTER I
OF THE MAIN DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PHILOSOPHIC SYSTEMS

The natural result of any investigation is that the investigators either discover the 
object of search or deny that it is discoverable and confess it to be inapprehensible 
or persist in their search. So, too, with regard to the objects investigated by 
philosophy, this is probably why some have claimed to have discovered the 
truth, others have asserted that it cannot be apprehended, while others again go 
on inquiring. Those who believe, they have discovered it are the “Dogmatists,” 
specially so called—Aristotle \, for example, and Epicurus and the Stoics and 
certain others; Cleitomachus and Carneades and other Academics treat it as 
inapprehensible: the Sceptics keep on searching. Hence it seems reasonable to 
hold that the main types of philosophy are three -- the Dogmatic, the Academic, 
and the Sceptic. Of the other systems it will best become others to speak: our 
task it present is to describe in outline the Sceptic doctrines first premising that 
of none of our future statements do we positively affirm that the fact is exactly as 
we state it, but we simply record each fact, like a chronicler, as it appears to us at 
the moment.

 
CHAPTER II

OF THE ARGUMENTS OF SCEPTICISM
 
 
Of the Sceptic philosophy one argument (or branch of exposition) is called 
“general,” the other “special.” In the general argument we set forth the distinctive 
features of Scepticism, stating its purport and principles, its logical methods, 
criterion, and end or aim; the “Tropes,” also, or “Modes,” which lead to 
suspension of judgement, and in what sense we adopt the Sceptic formulae, and 
the distinction between Scepticism and the philosophies which stand next to it. 
In the special argument we state our objections regarding the several divisions of 
so-called philosophy. Let us, then, deal first with the general argument, beginning 
our description with the names given to the Sceptic School.
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CHAPTER IV
WHAT SCEPTICISM IS

 
Scepticism is an ability, or mental attitude, which opposes appearances to 
judgements in any way whatsoever, with the result that, owing to the equipollence 
of the objects and reasons thus opposed, we are brought firstly to a state of 
mental suspense and next to a state of “unperturbedness” or quietude. Now 
we call it an “ability” not in any subtle sense, but simply in respect of its “being 
able.” By “appearances” we now mean the objects of sense-perception, whence 
we contrast them with the objects of thought or “judgements.” The phrase “in 
any way whatsoever” can be connected either with the word “ability,” to make 
us take the word “ability,” as we said, in its simple sense, or with the phrase 
“opposing appearances to judgements”; for inasmuch as we oppose these in a 
variety of ways—appearances to appearances, or judgements to judgements, or 
alternando appearances to judgements—in order to ensure the inclusion of all 
these antitheses we employ the phrase “in any way whatsoever.” Or, again, we 
join “in any way whatsoever” to “appearances and judgements” in order that we 
may not have to inquire how the appearances appear or how the thought-objects 
are judged, but may take these terms in the simple sense. The phrase “opposed 
judgements” we do not employ in the sense of negations and affirmations only 
but simply as equivalent to “conflicting judgements.” “Equipollence” we use of 
equality in respect of probability and improbability, to indicate that no one of the 
conflicting judgements takes precedence of any other as being more probable. 
“Suspense” is a state of mental rest owing to which we neither deny nor affirm 
anything. “Quietude” is an untroubled and tranquil condition of soul. And how 
quietude enters the soul along with suspension of judgement we shall explain in 
our chapter (XII.) “Concerning the End.”

 
 

CHAPTER VI
OF THE PRINCIPLES OF SCEPTICISM

 
The originating cause of Scepticism is, we say, the hope of attaining quietude. 
Men of talent, who were perturbed by the contradictions in things and in 
doubt as to which of the alternatives they ought to accept, were led on to 
inquire what is true in things and what false, hoping by the settlement of 
this question to attain quietude. The main basic principle of the Sceptic 
system is that of opposing to every proposition an equal proposition; for 
we believe that as a consequence of this we end by ceasing to dogmatize. 
 

CHAPTER VII
DOES THE SCEPTIC DOGMATIZE?

 
When we say that the Sceptic refrains from dogmatizing we do not use the term 
“dogma,” as some do, in the broader sense of “approval of a thing” for the Sceptic 
gives assent to the feelings which are the necessary results of sense-impressions, 
and he would not, for example, say when feeling hot or cold “I believe that I am 
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not hot or cold”); but we say that “he does not dogmatize” using “dogma” in the 
sense, which some give it, of “assent to one of the non-evident objects of scientific 
inquiry”; for the Pyrrhonean philosopher assents to nothing that is non-evident. 
Moreover, even in the act of enunciating the Sceptic formulae concerning things 
non-evident—such as the formula “No more (one thing than another),” or the 
formula “I determine nothing,” or any of the others which we shall presently 
mention he does not dogmatize. For whereas the dogmatizer posits the things 
about which he is said to be dogmatizing as really existent, the Sceptic does 
not posit these formulae in any absolute sense; for he conceives that, just as the 
formula “All things are false” asserts the falsity of itself as well as of everything 
else, as does the formula “Nothing is true,” so also the formula “No more” asserts 
that itself, like all the rest, is “No more (this than that),” and thus cancels itself 
along with the rest. And of the other formulae we say the same. If then, while 
the dogmatizer posits the matter of his dogma as substantial truth, the Sceptic 
enunciates his formulae so that they are virtually cancelled by themselves, he 
should not be said to dogmatize in his enunciation of them. And, most important 
of all, in his enunciation of these formulae he states what appears to himself 
and announces his own impression in an undogmatic way, without making any 
positive assertion regarding the external realities.

 
 

CHAPTER VIII
HAS THE SCEPTIC A DOCTRINAL RULE?

 
We follow the same lines in replying to the question “Has the Sceptic a doctrinal 
rule?” For if one defines a “doctrinal rule” as “adherence to a number of dogmas 
which are dependent both on one another and on appearances,” and defines 
“dogma” as “assent to a nonevident proposition,” then we shall say that he has 
not a doctrinal rule. But if one defines “doctrinal rule” as “procedure which, in 
accordance with appearance, follows a certain line of reasoning, that reasoning 
indicating how it is possible to seem to live rightly (the word ‘rightly’ being taken, 
not as referring to virtue only, but in a wider sense) and tending to enable one 
to suspend judgement, then we say that he has a doctrinal rule. For we follow 
a line of reasoning which, in accordance with appearances, points us to a life 
conformable to the customs of our country and its laws and institutions, and to 
our own instinctive feelings.

 
 

CHAPTER X
DO THE SCEPTICS ABOLISH APPEARANCES?

 
Those who say that “the Sceptics abolish appearances,” or phenomena, seem 
to me to be unacquainted with the statements of our School. For, as we said 
above, we do not overthrow the affective sense-impressions which induce our 
assent involuntarily; and these impressions are “the appearances.” And when we 
question whether the underlying object is such as it appears, we grant the fact 
that it appears, and our doubt does not concern the appearance itself but the 
account given of that appearance—and that is a different thing from questioning 
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the appearance itself. For example, honey appears to us to be sweet (and this we 
grant, for we perceive sweetness through the senses), but whether it is also sweet 
in its essence is for us a matter of doubt, since this is not an appearance but a 
judgement regarding the appearance. And even if we do actually argue against 
the appearances, we do not propound such arguments with the intention of 
abolishing appearances, but by way of pointing out the rashness of the Dogmatists; 
for if reason is such a trickster as to all but snatch away the appearances from 
under our very eyes, surely we should view it with suspicion in the case of things 
non-evident so as not to display rashness by following it.

 
 

CHAPTER XI
OF THE CRITERION OF SCEPTICISM

 
That we adhere to appearances is plain from what we say about the Criterion of 
the Sceptic School. The word “Criterion” is used in two senses: in the one it means 
“the standard regulating belief in reality or unreality,” (and this we shall discuss 
in our refutation); in the other it denotes the standard of action by conforming 
to which in the conduct of life we perform some actions and abstain from others; 
and it is of the latter that we are now speaking. The criterion, then, of the Sceptic 
School is, we say, the appearance, giving this name to what is virtually the sense-
presentation. For since this lies in feeling and involuntary affection, it is not open 
to question. Consequently, no one, I suppose, disputes that the underlying object 
has this or that appearance; the point in dispute is whether the object is in reality 
such as it appears to be.

Adhering, then, to appearances we live in accordance with the normal rules of 
life, undogmatically, seeing that we cannot remain wholly inactive. And it would 
seem that this regulation of life is fourfold, and that one part of it lies in the 
guidance of Nature, another in the constraint of the passions, Another in the 
tradition of laws and customs, another in the instruction of the arts. Nature’s 
guidance is that by which we are naturally capable of sensation and thought; 
constraint of the passions is that whereby hunger drives us to food and thirst 
to drink; tradition of customs and laws, that whereby we regard piety in the 
conduct of life as good, but impiety as evil; instruction of the arts, that whereby 
we are not inactive in such arts as we adopt. But we make all these statements 
undogmatically.

 
 

CHAPTER XII
WHAT IS THE END OF SCEPTICISM?

 
Our next subject will be the end of the Sceptic system. Now an “end” is “that for 
which all actions or reasonings are undertaken, while it exists for the sake of 
none”; or, otherwise, “the ultimate object of appentency.” We assert still that the 
Sceptic’s End is quietude in respect of matters of opinion and moderate feeling in 
respect of things unavoidable. For the skeptic, having set out to philosophize with 
the object of passing judgment on the sense impressions and ascertaining which 
of them are true and which false, so as to attain quietude thereby, found himself 
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involved in contradictions of equal weight, and being unable to decide between 
them suspended judgment; and as he was thus in suspense there followed, as it 
happened, the state of quietude in respect of matters of opinion. For the man who 
opines that anything is by nature good or bad is for ever being disquieted: when 
he is without the things which he deems good he believes himself to be tormented 
by things naturally bad and he pursues after the things which are, as he thinks, 
good; which when he has obtained he keeps falling into still more perturbations 
because of his irrational and immoderate elation, and in his dread of a change of 
fortune he uses every endeavor to avoid losing the things which he deems good. 
On the other hand, the man who determines nothing as to what is naturally good 
or bad neither shuns nor pursues anything eagerly; and, in consequence, he is 
unperturbed.

The Sceptic, in fact, had the same experience which is said to have befallen 
the painter Apelles. Once, they say, when he was painting a horse and wished to 
represent in the painting the horse’s foam, he was so unsuccessful that he gave 
up the attempt and flung at the picture the sponge on which he used to wipe the 
paints off his brush, and the mark of the sponge produced the effect of a horse’s 
foam. So, too, the Sceptics were in hopes of gaining quietude by means of a 
decision regarding the disparity of the objects of sense and of thought, and being 
unable to effect this they suspended judgment; and they found that quietude, as if 
by chance, followed upon their suspense, even as a shadow follows its substance. 
We do not, however, suppose that the Sceptic is wholly untroubled; but we say 
that he is troubled by things unavoidable; for we grant that he is cold at times 
and thirsty, and suffers various affections of that kind. But even in these cases, 
whereas ordinary people are afflicted by two circumstances—namely, by the 
affections themselves and, in no less a degree, by the belief that these conditions 
are evil by nature—the Sceptic, by his rejection of the added belief in the natural 
badness of all these conditions, escapes here too with less discomfort. Hence we 
say that, while in regard to matters of opinion the Sceptic’s End is quietude, in 
regard to things unavoidable it is “moderate affection.” But some notable Sceptics 
have added the further definition “suspension of judgment in investigations.”

 
 

CHAPTER XIII
OF THE GENERAL MODES LEADING TO THE SUSPENSION OF 

JUDGEMENT
 

Now that we have been saying that tranquillity follows on suspension of judgment, 
it will be our next task to explain how we arrive at this suspension. Speaking 
generally, one may say that it is the result of setting things in opposition. We 
oppose either appearances to appearances or objects of thought to objects of 
thought or alternando. For instance, we oppose appearances to appearances 
when we say “The same tower appears round from a distance, but square from 
close at hand”; and thoughts to thoughts, when in answer to him who argues the 
existence of providence from the order of the heavenly bodies we oppose the fact 
that often the good fare ill and the bad fare well, and draw from this the inference 
that providence does not exist. And thoughts we oppose to appearances, as when 
Anaxagoras countered the notion that snow is white with the argument, “Snow 
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is frozen water, and water is black; therefore snow also is black.” With a different 
idea we oppose things present sometimes to things present, as in the foregoing 
examples, and sometimes to things past or future, as, for instance, when someone 
propounds to us a theory which we are unable to refute, we say to him in reply, 
“Just as, before the birth of the founder of the school to which you belong, the 
theory it holds was not as yet apparent as a sound theory, although it was really 
in existence, so likewise it is possible that the opposite theory to that which you 
now propound is already existent, though not yet apparent to us, so that we ought 
not as yet to yield assent to this theory which at the moment seems to be valid.”

But in order that we may have a more exact understanding of these antitheses 
I will describe the modes by which suspension of judgment is brought about, but 
without making any positive assertion regarding either their number or their 
validity; for it is possible that they may be unsound or there may be more of them 
than I shall enumerate.

 
 

CHAPTER XIV
CONCERNING THE TEN MODES

 
The usual tradition amongst the older skeptics is that the “modes” by which 
“suspension” is supposed to be brought about are ten in number; and they also 
give them the synonymous names of “arguments” and “positions.” They are these: 
the first, based on the variety in animals; the second, on the differences in human 
beings; the third, on the different structures of the organs of sense; the fourth, on 
the circumstantial conditions; the fifth, on positions and intervals and locations; 
the sixth, on intermixtures; the seventh, on the quantities and formations of the 
underlying objects; the eighth, on the fact of relativity; the ninth, on the frequency 
or rarity of occurrence; the tenth, on the disciplines and customs and laws, the 
legendary beliefs and the dogmatic convictions. This order, however, we adopt 
without prejudice….

 
The Fourth Mode

 
In order that we may finally reach suspension by basing our argument on each 
sense singly, or even by disregarding the senses, we further adopt the Fourth 
Mode of suspension. This is the Mode based, as we say, on the “circumstances,” 
meaning by “circumstances” conditions or dispositions. And this Mode, we say, 
deals with states that are natural or unnatural, with waking or sleeping, with 
conditions due to age, motion or rest, hatred or love, emptiness or fullness, 
drunkenness or soberness, predispositions, confidence or fear, grief or joy. Thus, 
according as the mental state is natural or unnatural, objects produce dissimilar 
impressions, as when men in a frenzy or in a state of ecstasy believe they hear 
demons’ voices, while we do not. Similarly they often say that they perceive 
an odor of storax or frankincense, or some such scent, and many other things, 
though we fail to perceive them. Also, the same water which feels very hot when 
poured on inflamed spots seems lukewarm to us. And the same coat which seems 
of a bright yellow color to men with bloodshot eyes does not appear so to me. 
And the same honey seems to me sweet, but bitter to men with jaundice. Now 
should anyone say that it is an intermixture of certain humors which produces in 
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those who are in an unnatural state improper impressions from the underlying 
objects, we have to reply that, since healthy persons also have mixed humors, 
these humors too are capable of causing the external objects -- which really are 
such as they appear to those who are said to be in an unnatural state—to appear 
other than they are to healthy persons. For to ascribe the power of altering the 
underlying objects to those humors, and not to these, is purely fanciful; since just 
as healthy men are in a state that is natural for the healthy but unnatural for the 
sick, so also sick men are in a state that is unnatural for the healthy but natural 
for the sick, so that to these last also we must give credence as being, relatively 
speaking, in a natural state.

Sleeping and waking, too, give rise to different impressions, since we do 
not imagine when awake what we imagine in sleep, nor when asleep what we 
imagine when awake; so that the existence or non-existence of our impressions 
is not absolute but relative, being in relation to our sleeping or waking condition. 
Probably, then, in dreams we see things which to our waking state are unreal, 
although not wholly unreal; for they exist in our dreams, just as waking realities 
exist although non-existent in dreams.

Age is another cause of difference. For the same air seems chilly to the old 
but mild to those in their prime; and the same color appears faint to older men 
but vivid to those in their prime; and similarly the same sound seems to the 
former faint, but to the latter clearly audible. Moreover, those who differ in age 
are differently moved in respect of choice and avoidance. For whereas children—
to take a case—are all eagerness for balls and hoops, men in their prime choose 
other things, and old men yet others. And from this we conclude that differences 
in age also cause different impressions to be produced by the same underlying 
objects.

Another cause why the real objects appear different lies in motion and rest. 
For those objects which, when we are standing still, we see to be motionless, we 
imagine to be in motion when we are sailing past them.

Love and hatred are a cause, as when some have an extreme aversion to pork 
while others greatly enjoy eating it. Hence, too, Menander said:

 
Mark now his visage, what a change is there 
Since he has come to this! How bestial! 
‘Tis actions fair that make the fairest face. 

Many lovers, too, who have ugly mistresses think them most beautiful.
Hunger and satiety are a cause; for the same food seems agreeable to the 

hungry but disagreeable to the sated.
Drunkenness and soberness are a cause; since actions which we think 

shameful when sober do not seem shameful to us when drunk.
Predispositions are a cause; for the same wine which seems sour to those who 

have previously eaten dates or figs, seems sweet to those who have just consumed 
nuts or chickpeas; and the vestibule of the bathhouse, which warms those entering 
from outside, chills those coming out of the bathroom if they stop long in it.

Fear and boldness are a cause; as what seems to the coward fearful and 
formidable does not seem so in the least to the bold man.

Grief and joy are a cause; since the same affairs are burdensome to those in 
grief but delightful to those who rejoice.
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Seeing then that the dispositions also are the cause of so much disagreement, 
and that men are differently disposed at different times, although, no doubt, it 
is easy to say what nature each of the underlying objects appears to each man to 
possess, we cannot go on to say what its real nature is, since the disagreement 
admits in itself of no settlement. For the person who tries to settle it is either in 
one of the aforementioned dispositions or in no disposition whatsoever. But to 
declare that he is in no disposition at all—as, for instance, neither in health nor 
sickness, neither in motion nor at rest, of no definite age, and devoid of all the 
other dispositions as well—is the height of absurdity. And if he is to judge the 
sense-impressions while he is in some one disposition, he will be a party to the 
disagreement, and, moreover, he will not be an impartial judge of the external 
underlying objects owing to his being confused by the dispositions in which he 
is placed. The waking person, for instance, cannot compare the impressions of 
sleepers with those of men awake, nor the sound person those of the sick with 
those of the sound; for we assent more readily to things present, which affect us 
in the present, than to things not present.

In another way, too, the disagreement of such impressions is incapable of 
settlement. For he who prefers one impression to another, or one “circumstance” 
to another, does so either uncritically and without proof or critically and with 
proof; but he can do this neither without these means (for then he would be 
discredited) nor with them. For if he is to pass judgment on the impressions he 
must certainly judge them by a criterion; this criterion, then, he will declare to be 
true, or else false. But if false, he will be discredited; whereas, if he shall declare 
it to be true, he will be stating that the criterion is true either without proof or 
with proof. But if without proof, he will be discredited; and if with proof, it will 
certainly be necessary for the proof also to be true, to avoid being discredited. 
Shall he, then, affirm the truth of the proof adopted to establish the criterion after 
having judged it or without judging it? If without judging, he will be discredited; 
but if after judging, plainly he will say that he has judged it by a criterion; and 
of that criterion we shall ask for a proof, and of that proof again a criterion. For 
the proof always requires a criterion to confirm it, and the criterion also a proof 
to demonstrate its truth; and neither can a proof be sound without the previous 
existence of a true criterion nor can the criterion be true without the previous 
confirmation of the proof. So in this way both the criterion and the proof are 
involved in the circular process of reasoning, and thereby both are found to 
be untrustworthy; for since each of them is dependent on the credibility of the 
other, the one is lacking in credibility just as much as the other. Consequently, 
if a man can prefer one impression to another neither without a proof and a 
criterion nor with them, then the different impressions due to the differing 
conditions will admit of no settlement; so that as a result of this Mode also we 
are brought to suspend judgment regarding the nature of external realities…. 
 
The Tenth Mode

 
There is a Tenth Mode, which is mainly concerned with Ethics, being based on 
rules of conduct, habits, laws, legendary beliefs, and dogmatic conceptions. A 
rule of conduct is a choice of a way of life, or of a particular action, adopted by 
one person or many -- by Diogenes, for instance, or the Laconians. A law is a 
written contract amongst the members of a state, the transgressor of which is 
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punished. A habit or custom (the terms are equivalent) is the joint adoption of 
a certain kind of action by a number of men, the transgressor of which is not 
actually punished; for example, the law proscribes adultery, and custom with us 
forbids intercourse with a woman in public. Legendary belief is the acceptance 
of unhistorical and fictitious events, such as, amongst others, the legends about 
Cronos; for these stories win credence with many. Dogmatic conception is the 
acceptance of a fact which seems to be established by analogy or some form of 
demonstration, as, for example, that atoms are the elements of existing things, or 
homoeomeries, or minima, or something else.

And each of these we oppose now to itself, and now to each of the others. 
For example, we oppose habit to habit in this way: some of the Ethiopians tattoo 
their children, but we do not; and while the Persians think it seemly to wear a 
brightly dyed dress reaching to the feet, we think it unseemly; and whereas the 
Indians have intercourse with their women in public, most other races regard 
this as shameful. And law we oppose to law in this way: among the Romans 
the man who renounces his father’s property does not pay his father’s debts, but 
among the Rhodians he always pays them; and among the Scythian Tauri it was 
a law that strangers should be sacrificed to Artemis, but with us it is forbidden 
to slay a human being at the altar. And we oppose rule of conduct to rule of 
conduct, as when we oppose the rule of Diogenes to that of Aristippus or that of 
the Laconians to that of the Italians. And we oppose legendary belief to legendary 
belief when we say that whereas in one story the father of men and gods is alleged 
to be Zeus, in another he is Oceanos—”Ocean sire of the gods, and Tethys the 
mother that bare them.” And we oppose dogmatic conceptions to one another 
when we say that some declare that there is one element only, others an infinite 
number; some that the soul is mortal, others that it is immortal; and some that 
human affairs are controlled by divine Providence, others without Providence.

And we oppose habit to the other things, as for instance to law when we say 
that amongst the Persians it is the habit to indulge in intercourse with males, but 
amongst the Romans it is forbidden by law to do so; and that, whereas with us 
adultery is forbidden, amongst the Massagetae it is traditionally regarded as an 
indifferent custom, as Eudoxus of Cnidos relates in the first book of his Travels; 
and that, whereas intercourse with a mother is forbidden in our country, in Persia 
it is the general custom to form such marriages; and also among the Egyptians 
men marry their sisters, a thing forbidden by law amongst us. And habit is 
opposed to rule of conduct when, whereas most men have intercourse with their 
own wives in retirement, Crates did it in public with Hipparchia; and Diogenes 
went about with one shoulder bare, whereas we dress in the customary manner. It 
is opposed also to legendary belief, as when the legends say that Cronos devoured 
his own children, though it is our habit to protect our children; and whereas it is 
customary with us to revere the gods as being good and immune from evil, they 
are presented by the poets as suffering wounds and envying one another. And 
habit is opposed to dogmatic conception when, whereas it is our habit to pray 
to the gods for good things, Epicurus declares that the Divinity pays no heed 
to us; and when Aristippus considers the wearing of feminine attire a matter of 
indifference, though we consider it a disgraceful thing.

And we oppose rule of conduct to law when, though there is a law which 
forbids the striking of a free or well-born man, the pancratiasts strike one another 
because of the rule of life they follow; and when, though homicide is forbidden, 
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gladiators destroy one another for the same reason. And we oppose legendary 
belief to rule of conduct when we say that the legends relate that Heracles in the 
house of Omphale “toiled at the spinning of wool, enduring slavery’s burden,” 
and did things which no one would have chosen to do even in a moderate 
degree, whereas the rule of life of Heracles was a noble one. And we oppose 
rule of conduct to dogmatic conception when, whereas athletes covet glory as 
something good and for its sake undertake a toilsome rule of life, many of the 
philosophers dogmatically assert that glory is a worthless thing. And we oppose 
law to legendary belief when the poets represent the gods as committing adultery 
and practicing intercourse with males, whereas the law with us forbids such 
actions; and we oppose it to dogmatic conception when Chrysippus says that 
intercourse with mothers or sisters is a thing indifferent, whereas the law forbids 
such things. And we oppose legendary belief to dogmatic conception when the 
poets say that Zeus came down and had intercourse with mortal women, but 
amongst the Dogmatists it is held that such a thing is impossible; and again, 
when the poet relates that because of his grief for Sarpedon Zeus “let fall upon 
the earth great gouts of blood,” whereas it is a dogma of the philosophers that the 
Deity is impassive; and when these same philosophers demolish the legend of the 
hippocentaurs, and offer us the hippocentaur as a type of unreality.

We might indeed have taken many other examples in connection with each of 
the antitheses above mentioned; but in a concise account like ours, these will be 
sufficient. Only, since by means of this Mode also so much divergency is shown 
to exist in objects, we shall not be able to state what character belongs to the 
object in respect of its real essence, but only what belongs to it in respect of this 
particular rule of conduct, or law, or habit, and so on with each of the rest. So 
because of this Mode also we are compelled to suspend judgment regarding the 
real nature of external objects. And thus by means of all the Ten Modes we are 
finally led to suspension of judgment….

 

CHAPTER XXII
OF THE EXPRESSION “I SUSPEND JUDGEMENT”

 
The phrase “I suspend judgment” we adopt in place of “I am unable to say which of 
the objects presented I ought to believe and which I ought to disbelieve,” indicating 
that the objects appear to us equal as regards credibility and incredibility. As 
to whether they are equal we make no positive assertion; but what we state is 
what appears to us in regard to them at the time of observation. And the term 
“suspension” is derived from the fact of the mind being held up or “suspended” 
so that it neither affirms nor denies anything owing to the equipollence of the 
matters in question….
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